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Realizing
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by Cindy Kansoer-Scbneiaer"I treat people the
way that I want to be
treated," stated Debra Ball,
Special Project manager.
Ba11 has been at Governor
State since August 1996 at

which time she was a financial aid advisor. Prior to coming to GSU. she worked as coordinator of debt management
for the Veteran Administration. Since the fall 1998, Ball
ha been working with the
Public Service Scholar hip
program informang the tudent of its existence and accumulating data for the reearcher observing the program.
Having received her
Ma ters of Arts degree in
communications, Ball reflected on her experiences a
a student. "I like it here," she
aid, "I love thi university."
Believing that it's
(GSU) a good environment to

elief f or a busy_ schedule
the Web
Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
Many if not all, Governor State Univer ity students
are
aware
of
efollett.com. But for those
who are in the dark. Follett's
Bookstore (which just happens
to be the bookstore on campus)
has a website. It provides a
large supply of used textbooks
as well a new books that can
be ordered over the web and
shipped to the campu bookstore. In addition to book ,
there is acces to collegiate
merchandise
such
as
sweatshirts, mugs, etc. from
several other colleges and universities.
efollett.com is not
alone in the grab for web pace
and the rush to attract the college and university audience.
Ecampu .com make the claim
of being a "fully-transactional,
ea y-to-navigate, innovative
web tore for books and textbooks, colemblematic and
other apparel for men, women,
and children, electronics, supplie , gifts. and more." Very
close by is textbooks.com.
They also offer discounted

textbooks as well and new one ,
bargain books plus a link to
bamcsandnoble.com. There is
a flat-rate delivery fee, no-fcc
return policy and a ca h
buyback guarantee. What i
different from the other sites i
affiliation
with
an
collegestudent.com. This i a
local online campus community
where everal networks are featured from entertainment to
travel and sport . The offerings
are too numerou to list and
there is a subscription fonn required. I'm not sure if there is
a membership and neither the
INNOVATOR nor I promote any
site or affiliation. I have not
per onally accessed anything
but the homepage of thi site.
Var ityBooks.com is
at o on the list of web tore ,
however, I must rely on the
press releases received since I
wa not able to access the site
after 10 minutes. Like the other
three sites, it too lists itself as
the largest webstore, offering
the largest variety of books and
other items. This site stresses
security of online credit card

An editor's farewell
PageS

WID pay tuitioD, I
and $100 towards boo
Call Debbie Ball
Estenlloa 7l9'J

study, Ball stated that she
"hopes it continues to have
that flavor."
She had many positive experiences as a communications student including
networking, work hop , and
"great professors." Ball ex-

plained, "The real part of life
is communicating."
Though Ball is Special Project manager, he continues to counsel tudent on
financial aid, workshop • administration, furthering their
education, and give them gen-

eral information about
cholarships. She also he
student deals with proble
that they may have.
"I try to encou
them (students) to go
ward," explained Ball.
Many students
family responsibilities
jobs that make it impossi
to return to school full-time
They also need financial
sistance in order to retu
however, scholar hip th
are available are for full-ti
student . The Public Se1rvt,~ e11
Scholar hip has re ·otved thi
problem as it is for part-ti
students only.
"Some tudents c
with relief," stated Ball,
cause they didn't know
they were going to pay
tuition."

u e stating that the tudent ers aid, "ffiHE i proud to be that offers a full list ofu~ .., ..... ..._
should "look for the TRUSTe involved in this initiative.
· learning providers, co
trustmark" that indicate the site which will open the possibility programs. and Student .-..... ·nrvu....
is a licen ee of the TRUSTe of higher education to Illinoi
Centers.
Privacy Program. That i not re idents who might never beWhile you're
to say that the other ite are fore have considered it feathe Web, take a minute to
not members of the program:
ible." Over 35 community out GSU' website.
VarsityBook .. com merely colleges and four-year in. tituhomepage feature the wei
tre ses this feature.
tions of higher education in Il- known . culpture referred to
studentadvantage.com linois have li tings on the Illieems to be a combination of nois Virtual Campus website
other sites. It offers magazines r.==========~-==:;::===
onlineaswellasinfonnationon
job , careers, and internship .
'' J
•
There is a multitude of features
ranging from discus ion
group , to travel, to email. To
access the entire ite require
the user to subscribe and there
is a membership fee. To attract
members, contests are advertised as well as free email, file
storage. and calendars, and student discounts for merchandise
including "cheap textbooks."
The Illinoi Virtual
Campus, ivc.illinois.edu, had
made its debut recently. Managed by the University of lllinois for the Illinois Board of
Higher Education (ffiHE), the
site offers hundreds of courses
What does the above picture have to do with Goverfor credit and non-credit for
nors State University? Not much, unless you're a creative
degree programs and profeswriter. Oppo ite the horeline featured above is an unusual
sional certificate programs on
sight that needs an explanation. If you are up to the chaithe World Wide Web. IBHE
Jenge, tum to page 4.
executive director Keith Sand-
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L
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The rash of shooting rampages that have taken place aero s this
nation has prompted two frenzies:
security in schools and antigun legislation. Both have had repercussions.
As schools prepare for the
next school year, security is at the
forefront. Debates have intensified on
how to keep students afe without
making them feel as if their schools
have become prisons.
An attorney for the American
Civil Liberties Union, Ann Beeson,
stated, "We have to ask ourselves if
we want students to have to go to
school in an environment that's much
more like a prison or a fortress than
an educational environment."
All Chicago public high
schools and middle schools are
equipped with metal detectors and at
least two hand-held detectors are
available at all Chicago elementary
schools.
"We have an obligation to
provide for their safety first. When
they're 18, then we can worry about
some of these civil liberties issues,"
said Chicago Public Schools Chief,
Paul Vallis.
The list of the 'quick fixes'
range from metal detectors and urveillance cameras to code words given
over intercom systems for teachers to
Jocks doors and emergency drills inclu ive of SWAT teams and police
helicopters. Some school have instituted coun eling programs that incorporate pledges of tolerance in an
effort to modify or avert social intolerance that can trigger violent behavior. But regardless of all the good
intentions, the students remain in environments consistent with that of
penal institutions.
In an effort to alleviate public fear, politician from all levels of
government have 'jumped on the band
wagon' for anti-gun Jaws. Recently,
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors voted to ban gun and ammunition sales on county property.
Even though they were advised that
such a vote would prohibit the Great
Western Gun Show, a 3 to 2 vote
against the sales was passed. In turn,
the vote cost the local economy approximately $9 million that the show
would have generated. Most of the
sales would have been antique firearms and old western artifacts. What
I find ridiculous is how this would
help to decrease violence in their
county since guns and ammunition
could be purchased in other areas adjacent to theirs.
Several other areas across the
country are following suit with similar-if not exact-measures. It seems
that instead of working in concert
with each other, many groups are
functioning in a panic and pulling
against each other. The bottom line
reads that a person can still purchase
weapons and ammunition to carry
into these areas that feel so secure
from their measures of installing antigun laws.
The current group focused on
by legislation is gun dealers. The
premise is that if the dealers cannot
sell the weapons, particularly assault
and other automatic weapons, then
crimes cannot take place. Instead of
focusing on the sales of these weapons, focus should be maintained on
where the supply of these weapons is

coming from. A CBS news report
brought orne interesting information
to light. The same agencies that the
public relies on to 'serve and protect, •
the police departments, seem to be the
biggest culprits in fueling the public's
'arms race.'
The Cosmopolis Police Department first owned the 9-mm semiautomatic pistol that was allegedly
used by Buford Furrow in the Los
Angeles shootings in Washington
State. Further investigation Jed to the
Texas Rangers and the Texas Highway Patrol who have unloaded thousands of handguns, shotguns, rifles,
and assault weapons to arms dealers.
The Irving Texas police department
has sold grenade launchers to a licensed firearms dealer in Idaho who
is selling them for $3,500 on a Web
site. The state of New York now destroys their weapons, but before the
Jaws had been changed, at least 30
crimes had taken place where guns
from its Jaw enforcement agencies'
were used. I find it extremely sad that
a police officer that risks his/her life
protecting the community can be shot
with a weapon that a fellow officer
had once carried.
I al o question the possession
of assault and automatic weapons. It
is not necessary for a competing
marksman or a hunter to have a rapidfire weapon; to utilize one would
obliterate the target whether it be a
painted bullseye or a 10 point buck.
For that matter, what is a police department doing with an a sault
weapon and especially a grenade
launcher?
Part of a olution to the problem would be to make it illegal for
anyone, other than the military, to
own an automatic rapid-fire weapon
of any kind. Of cour e this will bring
an outcry of rage from gun collectors.
To appea e them, add operable in
front of automatic. Render the firing
mechanism inoperable-or better yet,
fill the barrel with cement- ince a
collector only collects and doe not
intend to use the weapon.
Hunters would not have a
problem with this for the aforementioned reason. I could imagine someone shooting a pheasant with an Uzi;
the retriever wouldn't find a feather
to bring back Jet alone a whole bird.
And I have yet seen an automatic
weapon fired at a shooting competition Jet alone a grenade launcher.
It would be best for our governmental representatives to take a
hard look at the existing Jaws and the
implementation of penalties for the
infraction of these laws. It is permitted for a youth-anyone under 21
years old-to own and operate a firearm without a Firearms Owner Identification (FOlD) card, providing that
the person's parent or guardian has a
FOlD. What's wrong with this picture?
The application for a FOlD
has specific questions regarding felonies and treatment in mental institutions. But, background checks to
verify this information is not possible
since there rarely is a common database available to the agencies that
need to do the checks. Additionally,
not all states require FOlD cards and/
or registration, thus, states such as
Illinois only have the ability to verify
information of an applicant accumu-

Jated within the state of Illinois.
Gun registration is paramount, but most crimes are committed with stolen weapons that cannot
be traced to the perpetrator. Face it,
if you're going to commit a crime,
you're certainly not going to do so
with a weapon that can be traced directly to you. The question of who is
responsible for a crime committed
with a traceable weapon comes to
mind. Many owners of guns are very
responsible and lock their weapons up
to avoid their theft or misuse. However, there are just as many owners
who keep a handgun handy in case of
a break-in or hunters who think hiding a rifle or shotgun on the top shelf
of a closet assures the safety of the
weapon.
Perhaps it is time that the
firearm owner is held accountable for
the weapon regardless of the circumstances if it cannot be proven that
proper security measures were not
taken. A gun should be locked up in
a secure cabinet-not one of the glass
front display cabinets-with the ammunition locked just as ecurely in
another location. The ultimate insurance would be to remove the firing
mechani m until such a time as the
licensed firearm owner would safely
and responsibly u e the weapon.
Infraction of the Jaw have
to be dealt with. Laws that are not
enforced are of no use. It is illegal
for a convicted felon to carry a gun,
yet it is rare for prosecution to take
place when such a felon is found with
a firearm in his/her possession. Of
the 6,000 reported cases by the U.S.
Department of Education involving
juveniles bringing a gun to school in
the past two years, only 13 prosecutions nationwide have taken place.
Only 11 criminals have been prosecuted nationwide for illegally transferring guns to juveniles. Of the
60,000 reported cases in 1996 of the
infraction of the Brady Bill, only
seven cases of prosecution took place.
The disposition of the seven cases reveal that three people received twelve
to twenty four month prison sentences, three people received two
years probation, and one person received six months home confinement
followed by three years probation. I
reiterate: what good are Jaws if they
are not enforced?
Instead of the law makers
scurrying around like frightened blind
mice, they should take stock in what
the existing laws address and amend
them. Further, the stiff penalties attached to the infraction of the laws
have to be enforced. Until the existing laws are enforced, the politicians
should change their rhetoric from
"look what I did" to "look what I
didn't do."
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Whenever a group of Muslim
collectively challenges the simple assumptions that sustain our faith in global economic neo-liberalism, and the
secular, individualistic consumerism
embedded in its positivi t blueprint for
the "global village", the specter of "fundamentali m" (radical Islam) is waved
in our faces like a daunting, apocalyptic foil. From Palestine to France and
Bosnia to the Caucasus, from Algeria
to Malawi and Indonesia, daily pres
release
cern to share the now
trivialized belief in an orchestrated international plot of cunning, ascetic
Muslim clerics to undermine democracy
and capitalism, to en lave women and
to puni h all indulgence in the worldly
plea ures of our plentiful, post-modem
pop culture.
It came as somewhat of a relief, then, when the crown prince of
Morocco, Muhammad IV, made headlines everywhere (except here) following the death of his father, King Hassan
II, this pa t summer. The first political
statement issued by the new monarch,
who has pledged to shift the institutional balance between autocracy and
democracy in favor of the latter, unequivocally backed the eighteen-month
old socialist government's determination to pa s equality between women
and men into law. Some opposition
leaders in Morocco interpret the prohibition of polygamy, and the extension
of women' minimal age for marriage
from 14 to 18 years, as a public endorsement of prostitution and sexual debauchery. Others, less informed by
Koranic exegesis than by a legal tradition that upholds male economic supremacy, denounce the part of the reform that grants widow , divorced and
repudiated wives up to half of their husbands' wealth (in lieu of a measly pension). There was an unmistakable wind
of change, however, in the public projection, by a newly crowned king, of
Islam as a ource of inspiration for progressive ocial policy and human rights.
Ha an II had a very mixed record in
the e areas, to ay the least.
Muhammad's reign, which coincides
with the beginnings of a truce between
the Algerian authorities and their radical Islamic opposition, may bring the
debate between ecular and clerical
strains of Muslim political thought in
North Africa to a new level of openness and mutual under tanding - perhap generating, in the process, novel
experiments in democratic repre entation and ocial reform.
In the wake of disastrous civil
wars in the Balkan region, however,
alarmist ranting and raving continues
to inform most analyses of crisis and
disorder in those areas where believers
in Allah are a significant portion of the
population. In Russia, where a successful rebellion between 1994 and 1996
gave the Chechens de facto autonomy
(at a human cost still greater - 60,000
dead - than that endured in Ko ovo),
Bori Yeltsin's handpicked "wannabe"
successor, Prime Minister Vladimir

to rally Russian aid for a counter-insurgency effort, and to establi h itself
as the hegemonic power in the region.
by
Why, I wonder, is Karimov not as notorious throughout the Western world
as a Saddam Hus ein or a Slobodan
Milosovic? After all, in 1998, his regime engaged in the wholesale "ethnic
cleansing" of one of Islam's hi torical
centers, the valley of Ferghana. Have
we no stake in democracy and human
rights in this part of the world? Are
Muslims in the former USSR not worthy of international solidarity to their
collective plight? That perception of
contempt is wide pread in the nonWe tern world, and is gaining ground
among citizen and clergy throughout
the Cauca us and Central Asia. Take a
look at CNN's coverage of the recent
summit in Kyrgyzstan: located in the
heart of Central A ia, and in presence
of its leaders, it i pre en ted as a "SinoRussian" meeting, with Jiang Zemin
and Boris Yeltsin as the key actors.
What about the smaller nation ? What
was at stake for them?
After the NATO operation in
Putin, now faces another serious chal- tantly, however, the escalation of vio- Kosovo, Western policy in any of the
lenge in Daghestan. The Chechen and lence in the Caucasus is likely to trig- aforementioned areas can easily be conDaghestani secessionist movements, ger a widespread civil war through- strued as resting on a blatant double
federated under the leadership of out the entire federation, similar to standard. Nowhere is this more flagrant,
Chamil Bassaiev, have vowed to expel that which exploded in the Balkans however, than in Turkey, where WestRussia from the Northern Caucasus. following the breakup of Yugoslavia. em powers have been unwilling to recThey represent two economically and Inevitably, the religious content of the ognize the plight of the Kurdi h minorsocially devastated regions of the former Islamic platform would radicalize ity: four thousand villages destroyed by
USSR where the informal economy Orthodox Christian and secular fear ; the armed forces over a period of twenty
rules, absolute poverty and unemploy- all minorities would brace for a pro- years, fields and farms torched and inment have skyrocketed, and where Rus- tracted war over pockets of economic nocent people systematically tortured,
sian rule is widely perceived as thor- and political power; and the already two million refugees, political moveoughly despotic. The motives behind familiar routine of oil trafficking, ments silenced, and the popular leader
the current rebellion appear to be pri- black marketeering and hostage-tak- of the Kurdish armed resistance,
marily strategic: the two republics, if ing would determine the character Abdullah Ocalan, entenced to death by
independent and unified, would benefit and policies of whatever residual a blatantly biased court. There are terms
from greater access to the Caspian sea State( ) might emerge. If Western o- that apply to what Turkey, a NATO
and its oil-rich commerce. It is the cieties one again turn a blind eye to a member and candidate to join the Eurebels' ideological discourse, however, murderous Russian counter-insurrec- ropean Union, has inflicted on the
that has most alarmed the Kremlin and tion, proclaim the "territorial integ- Kurds: "State terrorism" and "ethnic
served as a pretext for Western support rity" of the federation without recog- clean ing". Both of these now fall unof the status quo. Indeed, as has so of- nizing the structural sources of revolu- der the category of crimes punishable
ten been the case, radical I Iamie lead- tionary ferment, and fail to promote a by international law.
ers of the ece sionist movement have dialogue with the Islamic force in both
If we do not, as citizens, rebeen able to capitalize on widespread Chechenia and Daghe tan, they will be claim the preeminence of principle in
anti-Muslim fears in the predominantly perceived by millions as siding with tyr- the formulation of foreign policy, unSlavic regions of Ru sia, on public frus- anny against ordinary citizens. Was this scrupulous politician will continue to
tration with official corruption and not, only ye terday, the rationale behind manipulate legitimate concern for the
fraud, and on unfulfilled promises of the NATO decision to arm and empower welfare of others, to often un peakable
free-market capitalism.
the Kosovo Liberation Army while end . The rights of minoritie to resist
Unlike Chechenia, however, bombing Serbia into ubmi ion?
tyranny were shouted on rooftops durDaghestan, in addition to being the
It would appear that the "Is- ing the Gulf War and the NATO shellpoorest (80% unemployment) and mo t lamic threat" is the best leverage cur- ing of Serbia. And then what? In this
unstable of all the republics in the Ru - rently available to the lame duck Rus- high-tech information age charactersian federation, is also the mo t multiian government in its quest for a con- ized by global interdependence, we have
ethnic. The thirty-plus nationalities that tinued Western political and financial the ability to keep our ear to the ground,
comprise its population of two million bail-out. Similar trends are emerging and the moral obligation to keep adrift
have traditionally relied on Russian ar- in other regions of the former USSR. of the serious crises that rock the world.
bitration to settle their own difference , The pro-Russian President of Students have countless resources at
and the Sufi brotherhoods that waged Uzbekistan. Islam Karimov, had a bor- their disposal to become versed in gethe political war against Russia in der region inside Tadjikistan bombed ography, history, politics, economics,
Chechenia seem far less capable of fed- on the grounds that Afghani and Paki- ethics and science, even while they are
erating Daghestanis behind an stani-trained Islamic rebels were pre- pursuing specific career goals. Institulslamicist political agenda. Most ex- paring to invade the neighboring repub- tions like ours are uniquely privileged
perts on the region concur that the se- lic of Kiyrgyzstan. This aggression had to provide those opportunities.
cession of Daghestan would achieve the all the makings of an excuse to clamp
This is a good time and place
full independence of Chechenia, and down on oppo ition within Uzbekistan to start thinking. And the newspaper
durably weaken the Russian hold over - the largest (22 million inhabitants) you are reading is your forum to speak
Georgia and Azerbaidjan. Most impor- of the young Central Asian republics, out.

The Global Village Bard
Geoffroy deLaforcade

It's coiDin

'•

watch this s ace for updates
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Here's the story ........... .
Several times per year I trek up to the north wood of Itasca County,
Minne ota. I am fascinated by the sights provided by nature, however, I have
discovered that some of the sights created by human far outweigh tho e of nature
in humor and curiosity.
The front page picture attested to the serenity of the lake, but the picture
below is hard evidence that there are peculiar things that happen. Both picture
are of Round Lake; two different horelines.

When was the last time you saw a railroad cro ing in the middle of
a lake? This one happens to really be on the Round Lake shore next to a
channel connecting to Little Round Lake (no one said that everyone had imagination when it comes to naming the lakes). Obviously, Round Lake was not
always there; just a obvious is the fact that there was a road of some sort
where the lake now exist .
Here are some facts that I managed to ascertain from the local resident of the area.
Round Lake wa formed when the river that ran through the area was dammed
up. but it was e timated that that did not happen until around 1910 to 1920.
Until that time. the river flowed freely and was u ed by logging camp that
were numerous in that area. A railroad trus le exi ted where the trains could
cross over to the other side of the river where logs that had been floated down
river were accumulated and loaded onto flatbed car of the railroad. There
also existed a bridge allowing wagon and foot traffic to cross the river. Many
farms existed (and still do today) in thi area a well as ative American
villages. Thus, there was much traffic on the road and bridge. Examination
of the area reveals a road that was once the railroad tracks. There remains
the pictured eros ing sign. but no gate (gate were developed much later).
The sign i in excellent repair though it is over 50 years old and expo ed to
some of the most severe weather.
Much mystery surrounds this sign. No one knows why the logging
camp disappeared. It i also unknown why and when the railroad and its
trussle disappeared. Though the crossing sign is in excellent repair, no one
admits to maintaining it. The sign is a marker for the road that existed,
however, the remains of the road suddenly stops. No evidence can be found
of a road on the other side of the lake nor does there seem to be any remnants
of the road under the water, even in the shallows. Recently, a Native American burial ground was discovered near the location of the old road much to
the surprise of the residents of the area, some of whose families have lived
there for at least a century.
Here's the deal: tell a story that would explain the existence of the
well maintained eros ing sign and the disappearance of both the railroad and
the logging camp. The picture of the sunset is obviously the west side of the
lake and the cro sing sign is the east side. The railroad and the road ran east
and west. The river bisected them at a 90 degree angle. The shoreline has
not changed much other than foliage is closer to the water's edge where a
logging camp and perhaps a few log cabins once existed. The story can be
told in any person, as a narrative, or with dialogue intermixed. It can be a
romance, tragedy, or even a mystery or ghost story. Characters can be farmers and/or their family, loggers, traders, Native Americans, or railroad workers. Whatever the imagination conjures up is allowable. Don't forget the
time of year. Summers are often hot in the upper SO's. Spring, summer, and
fall have storms that come out of nowhere to reek havoc with torrentual rain,
lightening that strikes and fells trees, and winds that tear up the land cape.
Winters are brutal with snows that climb above the waist and temperatures
that plummet way below zero. Yet, all it takes is one sweet summer day for
the body to recover and the mind to erase the nastiness scattered around by
nature.
Submissions can be made to the INNOVATOR by dropping them off
in the newsroom in A2134 (pu h under the door if the room is not open) or
through intercampus mail, but make note on the envelope that a disk is enclosed. Submissions have to be received by September 17 on disk, preferably
on Microsoft Word, single spaced, 12 font. The story can be of any length,
but the minimum word count is 500. Provide your name and a phone number
where you may be reached. If you wish your disk returned, please provide an
address or other means for the INNOVATOR to respond to you request.
All submissions received by the deadline will be presented to the
residents of Round Lake who will choose the story they most like. All submissions will be printed in the second issue of the November INNOVATOR
and the winning author announced. Criteria for the selection of a winner and
the award for said winner is determined by the Round Lake residents.
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Dreams
continued from front page
Developed by President Paula
Wolff, GSU is the only institution in
the country to have the Public Service
Scholarship. It is a pilot program that
is privately funded by anonymous donors. It pays tuition, fee , and $100
toward books. The scholarship is for
undergraduates only who are enrolled
in five credit hours or les . A student
may remain in the program for up to
five year or until graduation.
127 students have received
the Public Service Scholarship ince
it inception in the fall 1998. Thi
ha generated everalletter from excited students and received by Wolff
and Ball saying "thank you."
"It's rewarding to me to help
someone to accomplish their dreams,"
explained Ball, "That's what we're
here for."

Relief
continued from front page
"the French fries" (that is not the actual
title of the artwork) and rotating
graphics in the upper left-hand corner. The site is user-friendly and
most information, including the
current course schedule, is only a
click away. Stop by the Computing
Lab on the second floor by the ramp
and apply for an account. If you
have hardware at home, software is
available to enable you to access the
web and GSU' website from home.
With the tight chedule
and little time that students have,
it is not always po sible to arrive at
the bookstore or sean:h the library
before they close. Though this list
is not complete by any means, the
web and websites allow the student
the availability of some resources
even if it's I :00 in the morning.

What it is I What it's doing
The INNOVATOR newspaper, founded in 1969, is a major source for
news and information on campus as well as a communication media
for all members of the Governors State University. Produced year
round, the paper appears every two weeks and, though it is edited and
produced by GSU students, all members of the community are encouraged to submit articles for publication.
The main body of the INNOVATOR, as w1th most major newspapers,
features news from Governors State University as well as other institutions across the United States, local, national, and international news,
features ranging from student activities to comics and crossword
puzzles, editorials, opinions, and views. Advertising is also an integral part of the publication.

Reflections, the literary supplement, was developed in July 1998 and
it has published poetry, personal essays, book reviews, literary critiques, biographies, and short stories. The design of the literary supplement was developed to express the process, reflections, that prompts
an author to write. The picture is of the pond located on the north
side of the campus where many people retire to relax and reflect. All
forms of literary expression are gladly welcomed.
Encore, Arts & Entertainment, was also developed in July 1998 and is
a source of information on activities at GSU and the Chicago area. In
addition to a calendar of events, movie, stage, and CD reviews are
featured as well as articles on cultural events. Clubs and organizations are encouraged to utilize this section for their events.
There are many benefits for the students that maintain a staff position
on the INNOVATOR. In addition to refining writing skills, published
articles make impressive additions to a portfolio submitted to an employer regardless of a person's core of study. As the INNOVATOR
expands, the staff has the availability to learn and master new technology. Editors and senior staff writers are eligible to attend leadership
conferences, have the opportunity to gain national, and perhaps international, exposure of their work, and to enter their articles in competitions for awards. There are several staff positions open and all are
encouraged to apply. For further information, call extension 4517;
applications for staff positions are available in the newsroom, room
A2134.
For those who would like to participate in the paper, but do not have
the time or have a schedule conflict, the INNOVATOR will also be
promoting submissions from the community with contests periodically
throughout the year. Submissions may be made via intercampus mail,
U.S. postal service (snail mail), email at
, or
stop by the newsroom to drop them off and say hi.
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Literary Supplement

from the pen of ............................................. .

Bruce Weaver, Literary editor
Fellow tudents and teachers have made my stay at GSU not only a pleasant one, but also an educational one.
My first bouquet goes to Sean Carr and Eileen Trowskowski; their encouragement, foresight, and good old perseverance helped me get through the night of fast
deadlines and speedy articles. If I have helped the INNOVATOR achieve succes ,
it wa due in a large part to Carr's and Trowskowski's' faith in my vision and
writing.
Second, I think Cindy Kansoer-Schneider has done an excellent job of
takin over th rein of the INNOVATOR. She had the foresight, determination,
belief in my ability to lead, and commendable backing of my writing when the
going got tough. No maHer what the subject mauer, Cindy had faith in my editorial decisions and stood behind me in a way I never thought pos ible.
Cindy insisted that I reprint old "Romeo the Cat" cartoon when I was
certain comedy had worn itself out. I found, to my surpri e, there was still a great
deal left in the old cat after 15 years of seeing him languishing in my cartoon
morgue.
Many professors in the English Department I have become friendly with,
but some deserve special mention fo r making my stay at GSU a glorifying experience.
Milan Panic is one of the best teachers that I have ever learned from. A
thoughtful, philosophical, and kind human being, he was gracious enough to give
me a recommendation to work at the Developmental Center as a tutor and he took
important time out from his busy schedule to translate Gilbertian French phrases
into English for me.
Professor Hugh Rank, who recently retired, was a hard professor, but he
taught me to ask for nothing but excellence from my future students, his taskmaster was quality, and I never forgot the lesson.
Pat Koutouzous, my advisor, was always there when I needed her. She
gave me sound advice to peed up the college proce s and never lo t faith in my
ability to do my very best, not only in the classroom, but outside of it as well. Pat
made my day recently when looking over my grades. She said that I had done
"outstanding work" since I first cam to GSU.
Dr. Rashida Muhammad was always kind and thoughtful in her assign-

ments and always gave me practical advice on how to teach a literature class.
Some of her teaching ideas I hope to incorporate in my future classrooms. Likewise, Dr. Jacque Kilpatrick, revitalized my deep love for Shakespeare by teaching
the bard in an unconventional, yet highly original, way.
Special thanks goe to the Developmental Center now run by Dr. Becky
Nugent. I will miss the good times, I will miss the helping hand, and I will
especially miss the unfailing courtesy and warmth everyone shared with me. Of
all the department at GSU, this one I feel the greatest sadnes· at leaving. They
are all wonderful people!
Profes or Pam Zener is worth her weight in gold as a math teacher. She
not only helped me overcome my fear of math, but al o led me to tackle problems
for fun. This, as my parents will tell you, wa simply unbelievable. I also enjoyed
matching wits with Dennis Thorn and reading his pu7.Zies in the INNOVATOR.
Special thanks must go out to Dave Weinberger, counselor in the Financial Aid Office. Were it not for his sound advice, college would have been possible, but a lot harder. He helped me immeasurably in filling out forms for the
government and the institution. I think he is one of the greatest members of the
GSU community. He was always there to lend a helping hand, even when I was
extremely worried about finances.
John Borgman's sense of humor got me through many class sessions and
brightened my days considerably at Student Life, yet when it came to educational
advice, he was very serious and told me in a practical way what to expect when I
begin student teaching.
When we go through college life, what we give up is sometimes lo t in
the scramble of life. Sometimes it is hard to reach back and pick up the pieces. I
will always feel close to this institution because the teachers and staff believe in
humanity and not in numbers. A person i a human being and not just a social
security number.
If I have left anybody out in my thanks, I do apologize; it would be impossible to name every single person that has helped make GSU a positive experience in my life. Without hesitation, I would recommend this university to anyone
serious about gelling a degree. The climate is conducive to growth in a way that
helps learning take place.
An ancient Chine e proverb states: "Give a man a fish and you feed him
for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime." If this is true, then
GSU has indeed taught me how to fish, for the knowledge that I have learned from
this staff will feed me for a lifetime of living.

from the desk of the Editor-in-chief. ........... .
I have had the pleasure of working with Bruce Weaver for five trimesters,
all of which have contributed to positive learning experience for me, and I believe for him also. Though his primary po ition was Literary editor, Weaver had
the sensitivity to write poetry and the tenacity to write hard-core news. His versatility never ceased to amaze me.
Weaver's extraordinary artistic ability, coupled with his wonderful sen e
of humor, produced "Romeo the Cat," which will be sorely missed. The artist's
table is going to seem incredibly empty.
It is hoped that his student teaching experience is enlightening and pleasurable. The INNOVATOR staff-myself in the forefront-have complete confidence that Weaver's knowledge, energy, talent, and sensivity to the needs of others
will combine to create a very valuable and well-respected teacher and leader of
youths. Everyone will miss him and they give gentle reminders that he is welcome any time to join in some philosophical banter and dry wit.
This is not goodbye Bruce; it is only -30- (end of copy).

Bruce Weaver, assisted by Nibbles, creating 'Romeo the Cat'
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BOOK REVIEW
Wally Lamb's 'She's Come Undone'
by Tricia Colianne
The Post (Ohio U.)
08/06/1999

(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohi(}-Life is an emotional and
physical roller coaster, and Wally Lamb's novel "She's
Come Undone" documents all the life changing twists
and turns facing the book's heroine, Delores Price.
Delores is a 40 year-old woman who recounts
for the reader in excruciating detail, the often ad,
ometime bitingly humorous moments of her existence. She i the only child produced by the troubled
union of her mother, Bernice, and her father, Tony.
Tony i , for all intent and purpo e , a gigolo, upported by a rich, older widow. In addition to his wage ,
Delores' father and his family are rewarded with generous gifts that include a car, a televisions set and a
swimming pool. His abused and neglected wife is of
fragile mental state, her mental health disintegrating
with the dissolution of her marriage.
The story opens in 1956 when Delores is 4
years old. One of her earliest memories is the arrival
of the television provided by her father's employer.
The machine, she recalls, is strange and frightening
at first, but quickly comes to occupy a position at the
center of her universe.
Through all the harrowing events of her
young life-her parents' divorce, her mother's confinement in a mental institution, a brutal rape-TV
remains a con tant and comforting presence for
Delores. Surviving off a strict junk food diet and an
intense exercise regiment of channel surfing, Delores
floats into adulthood troubled, lonely, and obese.
An expert at coping with abuse, Delores is
an irreverent young woman with a dry and devilish
sense of humor that endears her to the reader. Wen by
some miracle Delores is accepted to Merton College,
her mother 's dreams of seeing her as a perky pupil
compel her to attend. She corre ponds with her tobe-roommate, Kippy, and invent a life for herself that
includes boyfriends, high school dances, and matching bedspreads. But from the moment the disgu tingly shallow Kippy sets eyes on her, the illusion of
Delores' charmed life is shattered, and he assumes
the all-too-familiar role of outcast.
Consumed by lonelines and depression,
Detore attempt to end her life, but ucceed only in
being committed to a state ho pital. lnstitutionali.tation places her on the road toward peace of mind and
a slimmer figure, but Detore till has a long journey
ahead of her. She checks out of the ho pital de pite
her doctor' objections and sets out to find the life she
never had.
Through all her blunders and self-depreciation, Delores remains an intriguing and beloved character. She isn'tlovable; she's too crass to be lovable.
Rather, she is like a scrappy street fighter who refuses
to be knocked out. Her relentlessness and endurance
keeps the reader cheering for her, no matter how low
she sinks. A ki s-my-ass attitude and the determination of "The Little Engine That Could" allow Delores
to rise above pathetic situation and reclaim dignity
and happiness.
Lamb's first novel prove he is a master storyteller with the ability to evoke intense emotion in
his readers cau ing them to laugh and cry in the arne
breath. Engaging and entertaining, "She's Come
Undone" is a necessary addition to your summer reading list.

From: <ijschneider@ lucent.com>
Subject: FW: Top 36 Oxymorons:
36. Jumbo shrimp
35. Government worker
34. Legally drunk
33. Exact estimate
32. Act naturally
31. Found mis ing
30. Resident alien
29. Genuine imitation
28. Airline Food
27. Good grief

"PROMETHEUS' REBOUND"
by J.W. Amory

The world wobbles with your every
mood
Since my unfit instinct led me to
shame.
To woo one who hath already been
woo'd
By a modern Olympus' polished
courtSuch is my fortune and misguided
sport.
Am I better off not playing this
game?
The breezes of your seasons breed
freedom
Though they have brought squalls to
my serenity.
My soul descends in swells of
spacefoam
As I brace my selffor the sick'ning
chore:
To find He alone grooms your petit
mort.
Am I doomed to this for eternity?
I will continue to blink at the sun
To fill the void when sight lacks
sustenance.
Dark matter precludes what I yearn
for funA something refusing what may be
worse
Than blind intentions of the uni
verse.
Shall/ be condemned to His
pestilence?
Keen to raindrops' periodicity
You singed my blueprint of neotony
And built up a new, more grand,
sweet city
From a splintered thing's probability.
For this and more, I should give
thanks to thee,
And let out a Iough at "divinity."
But as a selfish being I refuse
To share with another what I may
use.
Instead I pion to save my gratitude
And spew forth not another
platitude.
26. Government organization
25. Sanitary landfill
24. Alone together
23. Small crowd
22. Busine s ethics
21. Soft rock
20. Butt Head
19. Military Intelligence
18. Sweet sorrow
17. Rural Metro (ambulance service)
16. "Now. then ... "
15. Passive aggression
14. Clearly misunderstood
13. Peace force

BOOK REVIEW
Melissa Bank's 'Girls' Guide To
Hunting and Fishing'
by Megan Stotts
The Post (Ohio U.)
08/06/1999
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohi(}-If I wrote a book that
catalogued my romance life, it never would be a summer release; it'd be too depre ing, making people want
to go to therapy in tead of the beach. But in Metis a
Bank's novel, The Girls ' Guide To Hullfing and Fishing, the worst thing that happens to Jane Rosenal is
that every man she desires falls in love with her. Obviously, you can find this book in the fiction section.
Bank's novel i a thorough biography of one
woman's romantic life. The book's first section, "Advanced Beginners," is a portrait of Jane at 14. Like
many girls at that age, he can't wait to grow up. She
chooses her reading material by asking her librarian
which books are inappropriate for children her age.
She and her be t friend, Linda, 'just say no" with tyle,
refusing alcohol and drugs by citing quotes from their
fictional twelve-step program.
Bank excellently portrays the awkwardness
of the age, one minute self-assured and the next
plagued with uncertainty. She also accurately documents a 14 year-old girl's views of romance. Most of
Jane's views spawn from her older brother's first serious relationship. She confronts her brother's romantic problems with innocent common sen e, a testament to the idea that lovers often make things more
difficult than necessary.
Sadly, Jane forgets this until the novel's last
chapter, in which she abandons her The Rules-esque,
get-hitched-quick guide to follow her heart. Thankfully, her bold, precocious wit stays with her through
every aspect of the book, be it falling in love with a
much older man or experiencing her father's death.
This book only let me down twice. The section titled "You Could Be Anyone" is a confusing 13page interlude written entirely in the impersonal"you."
No character names are given; the man is simply "he"
and his love interest "you." It's not clear if this is a
continuation of Jane's romantic history because the
rest of the book makes no reference to anything in the
section. If it were about Jane, it eem like it would be
impo ible not to refer to it; the heroine get cancer
and looses all her hair to chemotherapy. The end of
the chapter leave her uncertain of whether he will
live or die but confident he'll face the future without
"his" companionship.
The other problem I had with this novel is
that Jane's major love-life catastrophe is all her boyfriends fall in love with her. She ends up leaving them
because they love her for the wrong reasons or because she has found someone better. Then they pine
for her indefinitely. Not realistic. Throughout the
entire book, Jane never gets ditched. All the men in
the novel, minus her dad and brother, hold Jane as
their perfect ideal and want to marry her. The one
that does eventually get over her forgives her for leaving him for another man and becomes her buddy. I
know this is fiction, but come on.
The Girls' Guide To Hunting and Fishing,
no matter how skimpy on reality, does make a good
point; dating, like fishing, can be made into a sure
thing if you use the right lure . However, the "certain
catch" takes the fun out of the sport and many of the
lures require you to be someone you're not. Instead,
take the risk of revealing your true self and see what
swims into your nets.
12. Extinct Life
I I . Plastic glasses
10. Terribly pleased
9. Computer security
8. Political science
7. Tight lacks
6. Definite maybe
5. Pretty ugly
4. Rap music
3. Working vacation
2. Religious tolerance
And tbe number one top Oxymoron is••_

1. Microsoft Works
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Around town
21st Annual Chicago Jazz Festival
Grant Park

Sept. 2:4p.m.

Info: 312!744-3315

PETRJLLO MUSIC SHELL:Henry Johnson Quartet
featuring Norman Simmons, Larry Gray and Ernie
Adams, 6 p.m.; Chick Corea and Origin with Gary
Burton, 7:10p.m.; The World Famous Count
Basie Orchestra, 8:20p.m.

Yorkville Riverfront Festival
Downtown Yorkville

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Info: 630/553-4230

Set along the shores of the Fox River, the four-day Labor
Day festival features a carnival, craft show on Saturday
and Sunday, musical performances, food vendors, a
fishing contest on Sunday and canoe race on Monday.

Schaumburg Septemberfest
Schaumburg Municipal Center

Sept. 4 & 5: 10:00-10:00 Info: 847/895-0007
ext 208
Sept. 6: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

The fest will feature strolling entertainers, craft show,
nightly fireworks, a carnival, pony rides and much more.

Frankfort Fall Festival
Downtown Frankfort

Sept. 4&5: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Info: 815/469-3356
Sept. 6: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Arts and Crafts show, a Sunday parade, amusement
rides, food vendors and live entertainment.

Fox Valley Irish Fest
St. Catherine of Siena Church
845 W. Main St., West Dundee

Sept. 10: 4 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sept. I I: noon-! I p.m.
Sept. 12: I I a.m.-7 p.m.

Info: 847/426-2217

4th annual Irish celebration includes live entertainment,
on two stages, Irisah dancers, folk singers, bag pipes,
and cultural displays, and an Iri h marketplace.

Fiesta Patrias, Downtown Aurora

Sept 11&12: I pm-9 pm

Info: 630/859-1389

Features mariachi bands, food booths, and arts and crafts.

20th Annual Scandinavian Day
Family Festival
Route 31, Elgin

Sept. 12: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Info: 847/236-0336

A Viking Village, ancient Nordic games, Scandinavian
mu ical entertainment, a variety of ethnic foods, and
craft booths.

Berghoff Oktoberfest
Federal Plaza Square, Adams Street

Sept. 15-18: 1I am-9pm

Info: 312/3273 I 70

German-oriented festival featuring The Johnny Wagner
Band, knockwur t, and beer.

3:
4:
5:
6:

5 p.m.- I I p.m.
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Submit completed forms to Tommy Dascenzo (extension 4555) at the Student Life Service Office•
--=

Volunteer form for Unity Day
Sutc~•f•

e

St!ttmbtr 26, 1999

HANDS ACROSS SOUTHLAND

e

Celebrating the Cultural Diversity of Our Communities
N1'

•

lURIIIollll:U

.....:....--,.---

VOLlJI'Cl'EeR ACTIVmES

0

Team Captain (recrm111p to 15 people)

0

First Aid

0

Line Marshal

0

Set-up

0
0

Clean-up

I

011d asscmble at pre-clsng11cd area.,

e First Au/I'Qlllllleers will be re ponsihl~
for helpmg ot llid stations on the rome

e Line Mc1rslmls will be responsibll: for
directirrg ptlrticipants along til.: ro11te

Participant

liD

..

e Set-lip wluntecr~ ~rill tu: ribh<Jns 011

__I will participate

11 1!4"1 m~tl place other mute mnrlccr.~

__I will bring__participants
__I will be a torchbearer

e C/,:on-up WNIIIItcers will remow: route
marAers and 01hcr ei'CIII itclfl.f

"AME:________________________
ADDRESS:_____________________

PIIOrtE:. ______________________

FAX:._______________________
WI\IVI K. lmm•lt<~ />co f~Jo."IIJ "'""•( ~<•l•·t<·h)·. fiw "" •d/

and"''' l~trt. t!X«IIIon tutJ udltllntstrlllorr. oran·~ u;-1 reftlllr
"''J' '""'all""'"'' for da"'agrs I IIIII I' arcn~e agmtu/11~ prrsmu
ollfll or~iJotV:ollort f!Jlilta/f'J tr/llttlll rt-rtll /« wty anrl u/1 m;••nr.r
thnt ''"'' ~ •t.ff~d by ~« or..,, rolllr to ,.. /nJifiiiiC' ~will

l>al<

RETURN TillS FORM TO
Robin Kelly, Director of Rec:ruitmcnt
c/o Village of Matteson, 4900 Vill:~ge Commons

e Partic1ponts 11'111 affe11d and etm bring
Olhcrs amJ/or he a torclrbc'f.trer

Our goal is to have I0,000 participants
holding hands during a five minute period,
from I :00 - I :05p.m., along the designated
route while villages and churches in the
area sound their chimes.
A moton.:;~llc. li1lluwcd hy t11n:hhcarcrs,
begins at I :05 pm. TI1eir final destination
is Rich Centml JI igh School, where closing
ceremonies begin at 2:00 p.m.
Volunteers will be contacted by a Rich
Township Unity Coalition member with
further infmmation.
Telephone Message/lnrormaUon Line

(708) 183-47,.7

www.lincolnnet.net/rlchunlty

Matleson, IL 60443
I'IIUNE (708) 283-<4777 • FAX· (708)

e T~am Cup1011u l'ftt'l llifiiJI to 15 fi''Oplc

748-~196

liJI (C/ (JI STATIJS .41'1'1./l:tJ fl>~

·-·-ACIIOIII-.uiD
STAQIIIIQ AREAS I AID STAnONS

A. BOCA- Flossmoor Rd., West ofCmwford
U. Flossmoor Road & Birch Ave. (Bike Trail)
C. JcwcVOsco, 183rd. & Kedzie (SE comer)
D. I lome wood Flossmoor I ligh School.
E. (iuvcnl<lr<; Office l'ork, NW L'ClOICr
*F. Ilidl <.:cntrallligh School (closing ccrcmuny)
G. Olympia Fields Village llall
H. Walgrecns- OFS- Davis StafTtng
l. St Lawrence O'Toole & Governors Tmil Park
J. Rich To\\-11Ship OOic:e, 22013 Governors lhvy
K. Richton Part Metra Station, Sauk Trail
L. Old Mnttcson Vill:~gc llall. 21Sth . Street
M. Mallcson Metra Station. Front Street
N. Logan Park access to Old Plank Road Tra1l
0. Ridgeland access to Old Pl:mk Road Trail
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This 'n That
Good Wee y ncome
Processing mail for national company! Free
upplie po tage! o selling! Bonuses!
t rt immedia el.. ! Genuine opportunity!
Pl

rush Lon Self Add

Stamped Envelope to:

o.

Ho lywood, Florida 33022

GMCO, P.O. Box 22..o7

Polygon Puzzles
by Dennis Thorn
Our Puzzles today celebrate the letter M
I. M&M's and the 3M company were both located in the same major city in
the United State . That city and state both start with the letter M. Part of
the state is Less than 100 miles from the Dlinois border. What is the city
and state?
2. Mansa Mu a was a ruler of the Mali Empire (about 1327) who believed
in the Muslim religion of Islam and worshiped in mosques. Let us assume
that some time in his life he was 5 feel 8 inches tall and weighed 157
pounds. Approximately how many square feet of skin did his boy consist
of! Also, what is the significance of the number 1327, 5 feet 8 inches, and
157?
D. 60
a. 6
B. 13
c. 20

:

Get an inflatQble chair

(or only $9.95 =.....

wrtt. Jw

,..rc,_, Of aClffs Nato

~

To..., o.tr. ""' 177dt2 M75

--liloob

.. Yllil WWW.dllfS COM

dftfl NIICh- ........

ou \Old

INSTANT CREDIT
~~

1uarant ed 'redit Cc rds \Vith Credit Lin1its
~(\e
Up 'lb $10,000 \Vithin Days!
~ No REDIT .. No Jon, No PARENT SIGNE:.R, NoSE 'URIT l)EPC srr!
r

no credit • bad credit • o income?

~--,--

If

inkYou

Can't Get ACredit
Card, Think Again.
'

l

· Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
~---------~~-----------------------------~---------------,

: :

·

YE

'
•

ORDERFORM · .

I \vant

rcdit Cards inuncdialely.

GUARANTEED APPROVAL

GAC,I,.O. llox 220740,Hollywood, FL33022

' , 1\lC • ............. .... ................... ................... .................... ..... ..... •••••• .... .................................................. ..... ...... . .. .

• . •

. ..... .

Addrr.s ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . ..

Ctty.... . ................................................................................................. State .......................................... Zip .... . ... . . . .. .. ............ ..
Sig n. tun: .................................................................................................................................................................................... .

Tired of Bein Turned Down?
~------~--------~-----~~----~~--~~~----~~--~~--~--~------~
off the mark
by N\ark Pans'
£xcos( t'1£ A st'c ... :t: W~>.~-r

CHILDCARE

10 CH!'cK HoW IAN"/ ~~:X: Oo1"
ON

rtf W£B<;,rf£ ...

Pack yp the kids and take them to Grandma's house (Kandakee).Home
Childcare and Learning Center. State licensed and pediatric RN.

815-928-9245

Polygon Answers
1. Minneapolis, Minnesota
2. B. 13 The 13th letter of the alphabet is M. If you add up the
numbers, one at a time, for 1327, 5 feet 8 inches, and 157, you
also get 13.

~doyou

n'Mwtthtfeyet?'

We don't 111w until tDI'IIOITOW. •

